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Chapter 6 

Inheritance    
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6.4  First law of Inheritance

After breeding two plants that differed in a single trait, Mendel’s next step was to breed the offspring 
with themselves. (Note that many plants can breed with themselves, something many animals can’t 
do.) For example, after Mendel bred round-pea plants and wrinkled-pea plants together, he took their 
offspring (all of which were round-pea) and bred them with themselves. 

Mendel was surprised to find that the recessive trait, which had disappeared in the first generation, 
reappeared in the second generation. Moreover, in the second generation, the ratio of plants expressing 
the dominant trait to plants expressing the recessive trait was 3:1––that is, there were three times as 
many plants expressing the dominant trait as there were plants expressing the recessive trait. 

How did Mendel explain this result? Mendel postulated that the genes that determine traits are made up 
of two separate alleles, or versions of the gene. One allele is inherited from each parent. Then Mendel 
came up with his first law: the principle of segregation. The principle of segregation says that when an 
individual makes sex cells (sperm or eggs), half the sex cells carry one allele, and the other half carry the 
other allele. To summarize:

1. Mendel postulated that each inheritable trait is determined by entities he called alleles.
2. Mendel further postulated there are two alleles for each inheritable trait, one of which is inherited 

from each parent.
3. Today, we know that alleles correspond to genes located within DNA.

Let’s see how the principle of segregation explains Mendel’s results by going back over his breeding 
experiments. Remember that Mendel started with plants that differed in a single trait—say, round peas 
or wrinkled peas. The round-pea plant had two round alleles, a genotype we write as RR. The wrinkled-
pea plant had two wrinkled alleles, or genotype rr. (A capital letter is used for a dominant trait and a 
lowercase letter for a recessive trait.) The RR and rr plants are homozygotes for this trait—a homozygote 
has two identical alleles for a given trait. 

When Mendel bred the RR (round-pea) and rr (wrinkled-pea) plants together, the first-generation 
offspring inherited an R allele from the round parent and an r allele from the wrinkled parent. These 
first-generation offspring had the genotype Rr. An Rr plant is a heterozygote for this trait because it has 
two different alleles. Which trait does an Rr plant have? An Rr plant has round peas because the R allele is 
dominant. The dominant allele is expressed in the heterozygote. The recessive allele is not expressed in 
the heterozygote; it is hidden. 
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READING CHECK

1. In humans, “dimples” is dominant and “no dimples” is recessive. You can use D and d to represent 
the two alleles. Which allele represents “dimples”? Which allele represents “no dimples”? 

2. What is the genotype of a person who is a heterozygote for dimples? What is this person’s 
phenotype—that is, does she have dimples? 

3. If a person has dimples, what are the two possibilities for his or her genotype? If a person has no 
dimples, what is his or her genotype? 

CHECK YOUR ANSWERS 

1. We use capital letters for dominant traits and lowercase letters for recessive traits. So D represents 
“dimples” and d represents “no dimples.” 

2. A heterozygote has two different alleles, so a heterozygote has the genotype Dd. She has dimples 
because D is dominant. 

3. A person with dimples must have at least one dominant allele, so the genotype is either DD or Dd. A 
person with no dimples must have two recessive alleles, so the genotype is dd. 

Mendel then bred the Rr plants with themselves. According to the principle of segregation, Rr plants make 
equal numbers of R and r sperm and eggs. What alleles will the offspring inherit? It is equally likely that an 
offspring will get (1) R egg and R sperm, (2) R egg and r sperm, (3) r egg and R sperm, or (4) r egg and r sperm. 
This means that a quarter of the offspring are RR, half are Rr, and a quarter are rr (Figure 6.12). RR and Rr 
plants have round peas; rr plants have wrinkled peas. So, three-quarters of the offspring have round peas, 
and one-quarter have wrinkled peas—the ratio of round-pea plants to wrinkled-pea plants is 3:1. 

FIGURE 6.12 

Mendel bred a round-pea plant with a 
wrinkled-pea plant. In the first generation, all 
the offspring had round peas. Then Mendel 
bred the offspring with themselves. The 
result was round-pea plants and wrinkled-
pea plants in a ratio of 3:1. 
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READING CHECK

1. You breed a tall pea plant (TT) with a short pea plant (tt). What allele is found in the sex cells of 
each plant? What alleles do the offspring inherit? Are the offspring tall or short? 

2. When you breed Tt plants with themselves, what alleles do the offspring have? Are they tall or 
short? In what ratio? 

CHECK YOUR ANSWERS 

1. The tall plant produces sex cells that carry the T allele. The short plant produces sex cells that carry the t 
allele. The offspring are Tt. They are all tall. 

2. A quarter of the offspring are TT, half are Tt, and a quarter are tt. Three-quarters are tall, and one-quarter 
are short. 


